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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

The paper has four sections: Reading, Grammar, Literature, Writing 
Answers to be written in the paper. 
All questions are compulsory. 

Reading 
Q1. Read the passage and answer the questions. 

The Astronaut's Diary 

We were exhausted from all the work. We slept in shifts. One of us had 
to be awake all the time. Finally, we got to our destination. We had 

reached the space station. We had so much to do every day on our 
spaceship. Now there would be more people to help us. We would be on 

a collaborative team. When we moved into the space station, I felt great. 
There was so much more space. We could have real beds to sleep in. 
We would have better food. 

The six astronauts were very happy to see us. They said, "We have 
been waiting for you." We were glad to see them too. That first night on 
space station was great. VWe had g0od dinner. Then we were going to 

sleep. But one of the astronauts said, "We need to give you a job. Each 

person has to take turns to stay awake. Here is the schedule." I saw my 
name was first. l would have to stay awake tonight. I had been awake 
and working for 20 hours. l had become an astronaut to travel in space. 
Now I realised it was a very challenging task. 

A. Where did the astronauts reach? 



B. How many astronauts were there at the space station? 

C.I had become an to travel in space. i. doctor 
ii. artist 
ii. astronaut 
iv. engineer 

D. Find the word from the passage that meansS 
i. Very tired -

ii. Work together in a group or team -

Grammar 
Q2. Do as directed 

a. The pulled the cart easily. (oxes/oxen) 
b. Underline the proper nouns in the sentence 

Rohan is reading a book called 'Gulliver's Travel. 
c. Fill in the correct collective noun: 

a of 

a of 



d. Fill in the correct countable uncountable noun: 

She added milk to the coffee. 

. some 

I. few 
ii. many 

much iv. 

Literature 
Q3. Answer the following questions: 

1. In the story The Happy Valley', why can't anyone reach Mayel? 

2. In the story The Happy Valley', what beliefs do the Lepchas have 
about Kanchenjunga? 

3. In the poem 'Indian Weavers', what message does the poem 
convey? 

Writing 
Q4. Read the following conversation between Nisha and Nikki. Then as 
Nikki, write a message for Shikha. 

Nisha: Hello! 
Nikki: Yes. 
Nisha: Can I speak to Shikha? 
Nikki: She is not at home. 
Nisha: Can you please ask her to prepare a speech on 'Cleanliness' for 
tomorrow's morning assembly. 
Nikki: May I please know who is speaking? 
Nisha: I am Nisha, her friend. 

Nikki: Sure. I will let her know 


